
ZSL Whipsnade Zoo Stampede: Sunday 8th June 2014 

Important race information 

BEFORE LEAVING HOME 

As you are a late entry in the ZSL Whipsnade Zoo Stampede event, you will need to pick up your race pack on the day of the event. This will 
include your running number and timing chip. Please make your way to the race ‘Registrations and Queries’ desk which will be situated outside of 
the main gates to ZSL Whipsnade Zoo. This will be open from 8:30am and you will be able to pick up your pack until 9:10am on the day.  Please do 
arrive in plenty of time to avoid any delays on the day.  

If you do not wear your chip then the system will not record you finishing and therefore we will be unable to provide you with a finishing time.  

Pin your number to the front of your running vest and ensure you complete the medical information on the reverse.  Please do not use someone 
else’s number as this is used for identification in the event of a medical emergency. Any runner found to do this will be disqualified from the race.  

HOW TO GET TO ZSL WHIPSNADE ZOO 

Address:  ZSL Whipsnade Zoo, Dunstable, Bedfordshire, LU6 2LF.  

The Zoo is only 20 minutes from the M25 (junction 21), ZSL Whipsnade Zoo is signposted from the M1 (junction 9 and junction 12) and all major roads. 
The nearest stations are Luton and Hemel Hempstead (both about 10 miles away from the Zoo). 

CAR PARKING 

Please park in the car park provided directly outside the zoo.  Marshals will be available to direct you on your arrival. The car park will be open from 
8:15am. Parking is free to all runners who show their running number on departure. Failure to show your running number will result in you having to pay 
the normal car parking fees. 

REGISTRATION, QUERIES AND ENTRANCE TO THE ZOO 

The race information desk will be located outside the main entrance to ZSL Whipsnade Zoo and will be open from 8:30am. If you are not a late entry 
runner It is vital that you remember your chip and your running number for the events as we will only have a very limited number of these spare on the 
day. If you lose your chip before race day, and need this replaced on the day of the event, there will be a £2.50 fee incurred by the runner. Please 
contact Sarah Knowles beforehand if you do have any questions at fundraisingevents@zsl.org  

Please arrive in plenty of time to ensure a prompt start.  The 10k will start at 9:30am. The 2k will start at 11:00am. 

If you have any friends that are still thinking of registering into the event, we would urge them to check the website to ensure entries are still available as 
the past few years have sold out before race day.  There will only be on the day registration if there is availability. Registration on the day for the 10k 
would be £32 (£30 for affiliated runners and ZSL members) 2k prices will be £22 for under 15 yrs and £18 for ZSL members under 15yrs.  

If you have friends and family supporting you on the day, we advise that you arrange a meeting point within the zoo. Stampede runners can gain 
admission through a designated runners kiosk by showing their number, whilst spectators will go through a paying kiosk to pay their zoo admission.  If 
you are a parent or guardian of a runner under 16, please enter the zoo through a paying kiosk and the runner can stay alongside you and show their 
number to receive their admission.  

BAGGAGE, TOILETS AND CHANGING 

To save time, come changed and ready to run and leave your baggage locked out of sight in your car or with friends and family.  If you are using the 
baggage areas, we will give you a label to attached to your bag on the day of the event which will correspond with your running number. Although this 
facility will be supervised, no responsibility can be taken for loss or damage of property.  Baggage areas will be busy 30 minutes before the race so 
please keep this in mind.  The baggage area will close at 12:00 on the day of the event so please ensure you collect your bags before this time.  

There are a number of toilet blocks for all runners on site and we have also have a small changing area. Please note that the changing area will be open 
for the duration of the baggage area being used. There are no shower facilities available.  

BEFORE THE 10K AND 2K 

There is plenty of space in the race area to warm up. Warm ups are encouraged!  

We will be placing finish time categories in the start area of the 10k. If you have a time in mind that you might finish, please assemble in this area and 
join fellow runners in your time category. Please be at the start at least 10 minutes before the start of the 10k and 2k. 

The courses are not suitable for wheelchair competitors. Runners are not permitted to be accompanied by dogs or cyclists. Please note that because 
this event takes place within a public visitor attraction, runners are not permitted to wear headphones for the 10k or the 2k. The Zoo will be open 
towards the middle of the 10k for the majority of runners and for the duration of the 2k with visitor cars using the roads. Emergency vehicles could be 
operating around you and therefore it is vital that you can hear your surroundings.    
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THE RACES 

The 10k race is run along an accurately measured 10k course consisting of 3 laps of tarmac footpaths and roadways within the zoo. The course will be 
well marshalled but we ask all runners to keep to the left hand side of the roads and take particular care after 10:15am as the zoo will be open to visitors 
and cars. We are anticipating a field of around 750 runners this year.  There will be a lead bike for the 10k. 

The 2k race is also a chip timed event. The 2k race takes place on footpaths and pavements. Please note that the zoo will be open to cars and zoo 
visitors at the time of the event taking place. Please listen carefully to marshal instructions as part of the route takes place where there will be moving 
vehicles.  Therefore please ensure you stay to the pavement at all times.  Parents are welcome to join their children in this event but they will not receive 
a finishing time.  All Parents/Guardians and friends will all be required then pay the standard entry fee into the zoo for the day.  

If you are planning on walking certain parts of either of the events, then please can you walk no more than two abreast and be aware of those who are 
running. The 10k runners especially will be keen on getting good times so it would be great if you could give way as much as possible. 

Because of the nature of the site, there are some areas that are uneven in places. Please be aware of this and take extra care whilst running.  

DRINK STATIONS 

There will be a drinks station located at roughly at 3km and 6km of the 10km race. Water will also be available at the finish for both the 10k and the 2k 
event. Whilst we will ensure that the water stations are well supplied, runners should consider carrying their own water bottles and hydrate properly in 
advance.  

AFTER THE RACES AND RESULTS 

Both races will finish on the main lawn where you will receive water, goodie bags and a commemorative medal.  Once you pass through the finishing 
line, please keep on walking through the funnels to the medal collection area. Remember that there will be many runners behind you, so don’t delay in 
walking through.  Please don’t ask friends and family to meet you right at the finish line as we must keep this area clear. We will endeavour to show all 
results as they come into the race centre. This year we will be using disposable timing chips which means that your timing chip does not need to be 
removed from your shoe.  

PRIZES AND MEDALS 

In addition to a medal for both the 10k and 2k finishers, there will also be a selection of trophies for the winners.  Categories of trophies will go to the first 
3 males and first 3 females and first team of the 10k event and first 3 winners of the 2k event.  

The presentations of prizes will be approximately 30 minutes after the first finishers of the 10k and the 2k trophy will go to the winner immediately after 
the race.  

AFTER THE EVENTS 

Don’t forget after all of your hard work running and all your supporters hard work cheering you on, you, your friends and family are welcome to spend 
the rest of the day exploring the zoo. To help you plan your day, please pick up a day planner on your way into the zoo.  This will advise you on all the 
animal show times taking place throughout the day.  The Wild Bite Cafe will also be open so you can fully recharge before heading into the wild!  

COURSE CONTROL AND FIRST AID 

In the unlikely event that you experience difficulties, please inform a marshal immediately, who will arrange for assistance. We will be working with First 
Aid Cover Limited who will be in attendance on the day. If you drop out of the race at any stage, please make a race official aware. It is your 
responsibility to ensure that you are fit and well in order to take part in this event.  

CANCELLATION AND CHANGES TO THE EVENT 

In the event of a natural disaster or significant incident, the race may have to be cancelled. If the event is cancelled, ZSL will endeavour to reschedule 
the event. No refunds will be given to runners if this situation occurs but if we are unable to reschedule, participants will be offered a refund.  

LAND USE 

No third party is allowed to distribute information or promote other events at the Zoo Stampede without prior permission. This includes distribution of 
flyers with the ZSL car parking area. All Photography on site will belong to ZSL and photos of runners taking part in the event may be used to promote 
ZSL. If you do wish for your photo to be used, please contact ZSL before the event.  

 
COUNT DOWN SUMMARY 
08:15am  Car park opens 
08:30am  Gates open to runners and spectators. Registration and queries desk opens for late entries to pick up race chip and number  
09:30am  Start of the 10k 
10:15am  Trophy presentations begin 
11:00am  Start of the 2k 
12:00pm  Event finishes and baggage area closes 
 
If you have any questions before race day, please contact Sarah Knowles, Development Department, The Zoological Society of London, Regents Park, 
London, NW1 4RY. Telephone: 020 7449 6537. Email: fundraisingevents@zsl.org  
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